Gentlemen,?It is a great occasion which calls us together today. Fraught with the deepest interests of individuals, and through them of humanity, its importance cannot he overrated, nor its objects too zealously enforced. It is the starting point of one of those great journeys which, collectively, constitute the business of existence, and the design and conduct of which will not only determine for ourselves the final failure or success of the end for which we live, but will reflect upon others also the good or the evil which must arise from duties neglected or fulfilled.
It is an occasion which may prove distasteful to the unthinking, frivolous, and idle; but it is one which must prove peculiarly welcome to the earnest in object, the heroic in self-denial, the resolute in will?to all those who are learning to feel and to know that man is born into the world to do something else than to eat, and to sleep, and to drink, and to die; that life is not an arena of pleasure, but a field of battle ; that the end of existence is not the fullest enjoyment of its sensuous attributes, but the completest development of all that is true, and therefore divine, in man.
We meet, gentlemen, to inaugurate the business of another academic year; to cast another stone upon that cairn which has been raised by the long labours of those who have gone before, which stands behind us now the lasting memorial of all that we venerate within these walls, and which speaks to us in tones * This discourse is printed, "with some verbal alterations, as it was delivered. It is published reluctantly, and. only at the renewed entreaties of several correspondents. It was written under unfavourable circumstances, and within a few days' of its delivery. It is inadequate to the importance of the subject with which it deals: it leaves undeveloped the theory of man which it promulgates ; and fails to define the nature and limits of the relations which that theory holds to the science and art of medicine.
I have on these points, however, sacrificed my own opinion to that of others, in the earnest hope that the Discourse may suggest something of what it fails to convey. f In this and several other passages of Scripture the substantive here translated " God," occurs in the original in the plural form, and might be rendered " Gods " or, more literally, the "adorable ones." Hence, (c. iii, v. 
